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Ecchi Puzzle is a sliding puzzle game.
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GAME FEATURES:

- relaxing background music
- levels with puzzles to solve

- nice artwork
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For just four bucks this is really great fun. Movement and controls are awesome, the graphics are cool, you really feel like you
are on the moon (I can tell this, because I know, of course :-) )

The shooting is not yet perfect, though: When you move, the rockets drift away, because the dev forgot to add the vectors of
your movement and the movement of the rockets themselves (as they are shot by a moving 'ship'), so it feels like they are drifted
by strong wind. Maybe a laser gun woud be better to simply avoid this issue.

But anyway, once you are in this game, you really understand what VR is for. This on a flat screen would not make sense.

We played it with the whole family and the kids (6 and 8) still struggle with the controls but everyone enjoys hoovering arround.
And of course I am hunting best times, which is quite challenging.

So compliments to the dev and a clear recommendation to buy. It is a lot of fun per dollar.

. Don't avoid Avoid if you enjoy to dodge obstacles and precipices while listening to some nice tunes. On the harder difficulties
its harder than a bullet hell game... just nuts.. Sometimes you just want to slash people in half and use no more than a couple
buttons to do it. Reminiscent of games like Strider, Ninja Gaiden, and Shatterhand, Oniken is a brutal and brutally difficult 8-bit
platformer that isn’t for the meek.

Oniken isn’t quite the magical pairing of nostalgia and great game design that Mega Man 9 was, but it comes close to scratching
that same itch that few other games have done since. If you love 8-bit games and hate yourself, dying repeatedly within Oniken’s
six merciless levels brings its own form of joy that is rare in games these days.. Simple gameplay that my S.O. and I have great
fun with. I appreciate that the food server's role uses only the A button and joystick on the Xbox controller, making the game
accessible to people who normally don't play games.. on se jp denttoni hirvi\u00e4 mies ammuskelemahan
ry\u00f6k\u00e4leit\u00e4. mutta ee sekk\u00e4\u00e4 niin kova ku aatami j\u00f6nss\u00f6ni se on ku yks kuavin
kyl\u00e4hullu ly\u00f6p sein\u00e4\u00e4n reijj\u00e4n nii ett\u00e4 tiilet p\u00f6lis\u00f6\u00f6. I would understand if this
was still in Beta, but it lacks content and has a lot of bugs. Has potential, but not worth the cost.. Needs a stronger focus on
waifus.

Another nice feature often lacking in these budget JRPG's and lacking here as well, is for the combat menus to remember your
input from the previous round, and for you to be able to hold down the button to get through repetitive combat a little more
comfortably.

The game also loses points for having an easy mode, and it is VERY easy, because \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 games
journalists thats why.

Pass.. This is terrible!!! Why play this. Bad graphics, horrible game play! Enough already. Donee with this trash.
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This is an early access review.
From the few hours I played it feels like all the bones of a fluid action rpg game are present. I feel like it will be fun to see what
the developer introduces in the future updates to come. The game obviously needs a bunch more work but what is presented as
early access for us to play works very well. I had no problems figuring out everything or running the game.

What I hope gets added or improved upon in future updates:

- I hope that the developer thinks about hiring someone to make music for his game. It will definitely help out with long playing
times and give the game more atmosphere. This is probably one of the most important for me.
- Inventory management improvements. Like auto sort and stuff like that. Quality of life.
- Sprites that are exclusively mini bosses. Not just reskins of others with better buffs on them.
- Make the play styles of the different classes more distinct.
- More sound effects and maybe visual effects. Something to make that last hit or that crit feel good for the player. Screen
shaking stuff like that.
- Maybe a talent tree or skill system for the individual characters rather than just the guild. With the Roguelike idea mindset.

I would say definitely check this game out it is quite fun.. love this train its so detailed and fast but wee neeed the mallard.
timing is too easy, I could mash through a song and still get a rank

scoreboard is needed or at least rivals

betterthanosu/10. My absolute favourite visual novel available on Steam. I highly recommend this one to everyone, not only by
artstyle or music, which is sublime, but also by story. It's such a emotional/fragile story in how it develops and at times you
could be a bit frustrated how the main character holds herself back but you learn why. I very much like how they put the choices
in character, you can be strong-willed or more passive.

The VN isn't in-your-face yuri but the tension is very well done. It makes your heart flutter and rooting for their love multiple
times. At the same time it holds on to the reality of feelings and vulnerability very well.

Each "side-character" gets their time to shine in this VN, you learn bits from their character. And if you haven't got enough of
them don't be sad, this is only the first season. With saying that this certainly has a story of its own, which (in my case) hungers
for the next VNs in the series.

It's certainly worth the money; I finished one main route and a redo to get the ending I wanted with skip function, 30 hours in.
Solid choices all around, it gives you a little feedback once you make the decision (which can be handy for 'save-scumming' into
the path you want. No grudges here to those who do). It's rather hard not getting 'bad'-endings, but it doesn't take away from the
story. Skip function for those who want to replay into different choices. It gives you an indicator (in the icon of a butterfly) for
the choices you made on your past reading). Enough save slots, could do with a bit more but not a major thing. Nice lay-out,
very fitting to the story and characters. I don't know what else to name here. It's a solid VN game.

If you like yuri then this might be the pinnacle VN for you, I'm not mainly into yuri but this still is my favourite VN. It just hits
the spot in the perfect way and I truly appreciate that. Certainly pick this one up. Enjoy the journey!. This is the game to buy if
you are a WW2 maniac like me. Though there isn't that much hardware that you can get your hands on the stuff that you do get
is very well modelled. M3 medium tanks are my favorite because it's so fun to see them roll down a hill mowing down infantry
with their MG turret, shooting an armored car with their 37mm, and shooting a pzIII with their 75mm. It is a shame that there
aren't more vehicles. The only British vehicle that appears is the valentine (Only one that appears in campaign idk if more) but
if you are expected to see the iconic british vehicles that ruled the desert like the churchhill, matilda, or the crusader, you will be
kept waiting. Most American vehicles make an appearance including two variants of the M4. The only iconic vehicle missing
from the germans garage are the spgs based off of the pzIII chasis like the stug. The Germans have by far the most complete
arsenal as they have multiple variants of the pzIII&IV, multiple armored cars and apcs, and the famous Tiger.

GAMEPLAY
All combat is fully modelled. This is not COH where the max range of a tank gun is a 50 meters. In fact, most cannons can
shoot across the entire map (though they won't penetrate armor very good that way). Any thing your units can see they can shoot
assuming that their target is not outside their maximum range which will be a problem with smgs but will rarely happen with
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anything else. A tricky part of commanding is putting your assets in places where they have fields of fire. In most rts if a bump
in the terrain or part of the crest a hill is blocking the fire the game will let the bullet travel though the obstruction. This is not a
game where you can micro manage things other than the major assets. The major flaw in this game is control. It is how you say,
not very good. For starters the default move order is a fire and move drill which is useful for tanks which don't have to stop to
fire but will get your infantry killed all the time as they stop to fire for a few seconds, move a couple of meters, then repeat
instead of just running into their trench. There is also an incredibly irritating latency to orders given to infantry and sometimes
they simply ignore what you are telling them to do. Try to tell them to get in cover while they are in a fire animation? They will
spend 3 seconds getting fired at before listening. The controls of the vehicles are passable at best. There is not way to tell
vehicles to orient their armor without telling them to advance and sometimes they will stop firing for no reason or repeatedly
fire at a target they have no hope of penetrating meanwhile infantry are right next to them lobbing AT grenades. The biggest
negative is that there were FAAAR too many defense missions. More than 75% of the were defensive missions and half of
those were pure defensive which means that you don't need to move your troops around at all. Some of them however required
skillful use of vehicles to reinforce sectors and skillful placement of AT guns to maximize their effectiveness.
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